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(54) System and method of securely creating and controlling access to a virtualised space

(57) A method of managing communication between
a third party and a virtual space is described. The virtual
space is located in an area of memory of a device. The
method includes the steps of receiving, in an un-trusted
area of memory, a request to access the virtual space
from the third party and determining whether a security
policy exists for the request. If a security policy exists for

the request and the third party is an authorized source
of requests for the virtual space, granting the third party
access to the virtual space. If a security policy does not
exist for the request, sending the request to a unique
virtual space controller in a trusted area of memory, the
unique virtual space controller being uniquely associated
with the virtual space and processing the request in the
unique virtual space controller.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of embedded system virtualization. More specifically, the present
invention relates to a system and method of securely creating and controlling access to a virtualised space.
[0002] In the legacy fixed computing world, a user is allowed to install various third party applications running on an
open operating system. Security issues, such as viruses, spyware exploiting applications and/or "OS" (for "Operating
System") vulnerabilities have appeared, because user devices are usually equipped with IP connectivity and can be
connected to the Internet. Because of this, on one side, the user is faced with malwares and on the other side, third
party service providers that have to deliver a service onto the user’s device over the internet are concerned with the
assurance to operate a safe service for their customers. The same problems occurred in the domain of Machine-to-
Machine ("M2M") and Internet Of Things (IOT), with more constraints, as in this latter case an equipment could operate
without any human interaction for a long period of time.
[0003] Similarly, in the mobile computing world, hand-held devices are no longer simple device for making telephone
calls, but are rather powerful communication and entertainment computing platforms for multimedia players, web surfing,
social networking, GPS navigation and electronic financial transactions. This usage is boosted by various application
stores that allow third party applications to be downloaded and installed easily onto the device. Unfortunately, this rich
range of applications also leads to the potential installation of malicious applications that brings security concerns such
as unauthorized access to personal data, geo-location information about the user, fraudulent usage of premium services,
etc.
[0004] For both fixed and mobile computing worlds, solutions addressing these security issues exist. A first known
solution is proposed on an application level: anti-virus for fixed and mobile devices; firewalls to enforce access and flow
policy; sandboxing mechanism in web browsers to run Java applets; specific permission model to enforce access control
to critical resources. A second known solution is based on dedicated hardware, such as Security Digital card, Trusted
Platform Module (or "TPM") for  cryptographic operations and key storage. And a third solution uses hypervisors to
isolate third party applications in virtual machines running on the same physical hardware.
[0005] Typically, access control and virtualisation of hardware is performed by what is known as a "hypervisor" (also
known as a Monitor or a Virtual Machine Manager, or a "VMM"). By using such an entity, several virtual spaces can be
created under the control of a hypervisor inside a device. In accordance with these types of schemes, a user who owns
a plurality of devices such as set-top-box, mobile handset, laptop, or "smart appliance" like networked refrigerator, is
able to apply such schemes on each of his/her devices
[0006] Known hypervisors in such devices create virtual spaces mainly for isolation purposes. Applications running
in one virtual space cannot directly access the data in memory areas dedicated to other virtual spaces. Any communication
between an application in one virtual space and an application in another virtual space is facilitated by the hypervisor.
This functionality is obtained by trapping instructions and using specific protocols to communicate between the virtual
spaces. Although hypervisors can provide some level of software-based isolation to processes and data, the information
in a virtual space and/or the information in other areas of the device hosting the virtual space can still be compromised
by rogue programs since this solution is completely software-oriented. Thus, the difficulty is to give the assurance of a
safe delivery of services to third parties and to the user who owns the device.
[0007] In order to try to remedy this deficiency, other types of isolation have been developed, which types include
hardware assisted techniques in which a portion of memory is defined as being "trusted". Once memory locations are
defined as trusted, only trusted applications can get access to them in order to create a TEE (Trusted Execution Envi-
ronment). An example of such a system is TrustZone™, in which an extra address bit is used to distinguish between two
"worlds", named "normal world" and "secure world".
[0008] As opposed to the software isolation of virtual spaces created by a hypervisor, trusted memory is hardware
protected and is controlled by dedicated monitoring software known as a "monitor". The processes and data that need
high levels of security are  processed and stored in the TrustZone™ secure world. After the completion of the TEE
process, the monitor switches back to the normal world.
[0009] Whilst the security created by the establishment of a TEE is considered higher than the security provided by
the hypervisor, the size of the trusted memory space is often limited in embedded devices and only part of a process
that needs critical levels of security can therefore be processed in the trusted memory. Moreover, the price of such a
solution limits its use in embedded devices. Thus, today, existing software based solutions are prone to attacks and
TPM or TEE based solutions have limited space to host third party applications.
[0010] Accordingly, there is currently no technical solution to the problem of allocating remotely the capability of
creation, allocation and management of virtual spaces for third party usages in embedded devices with critical levels of
security and isolation by simultaneously giving trust to the user of the device and to the third party regarding the safety
execution environment of its delivery service.
[0011] In order to solve the problems associated with the prior art, the present invention provides a method of managing
communication between a third party and a virtual space, the virtual space being located in an area of memory of a
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device, the method comprising: receiving, in an un-trusted area of memory, a request to access the virtual space from
the third party; determining whether a security policy exists for the request; if a security policy exists for the request and
the third party is an authorized source of requests for the virtual space, granting the third party access to the virtual
space; if a security policy does not exist for the request: sending the request to a unique virtual space controller in a
trusted area of memory, the unique virtual space controller being uniquely associated with the virtual space; and process-
ing the request in the unique virtual space controller.
[0012] Preferably, the access to the virtual space comprises at least one of reading data from the virtual space, writing
data to the virtual space and executing an application in the virtual space.
[0013] Preferably, the method further comprises the step of updating the security policies as a result of a request from
a third party.
[0014] Preferably, the method further comprises: keeping an identification table comprising information relating to the
third party, the virtual space and the unique virtual space controller.
[0015] Preferably, the method further comprises the steps of: receiving a request to create a virtual space in a target
device; authenticating the entity that generated the request to create a virtual space; if the entity that generated the
request is authorized to create a virtual space in the target device, verifying the availability of resources on the target
device; if resources are available on the target device, sending the request to the hypervisor of the target device and
creating a virtual space in an un-trusted area of the target device.
[0016] Preferably, the method further comprises the steps of: providing an indication to the third party of the unavailability
of resources if insufficient resources are available on the target device.
[0017] Preferably, the method further comprises the steps of: receiving a request to delete a virtual space in a target
device; authenticating the entity that generated the request to delete a virtual space; if the entity that generated the
request is authorized to delete a virtual space in the target device, sending the request to the hypervisor of the target
device; deleting a virtual space in an un-trusted area of the target device.
[0018] The present invention also provides a computer program product for a data-processing device, the computer
program product comprising a set of instructions which, when loaded into the data-processing device, causes the device
to perform the steps of the above method.
[0019] The present invention also provides a unique virtual space controller for managing communication between a
third party and a virtual space, the unique virtual space controller being uniquely associated with the virtual space, the
virtual space being located in an area of memory of a device, the virtual space controller comprises processing means
arranged to: control a hypervisor to receive, in an un-trusted area of memory, a request to access the virtual space from
the third party; control a hypervisor to determine whether a security policy exists for the request; if a security policy exists
for  the request and the third party is an authorized source of requests for the virtual space, controlling a hypervisor to
grant the third party access to the virtual space; and if a security policy does not exist for the request: trapping the request
and performing further authentification of the request.
[0020] Preferably, the unique virtual space controller can be downloaded from a telecommunications network and
installed in a trusted area of a mobile communication device.
[0021] Preferably, the integrity of the unique virtual space controller is verified using cryptographic signature primitives.
[0022] As will be appreciated by the skilled reader, the present invention provides several advantages over the prior
art. For example, the present invention provides for the dynamic creation and management of Virtual Spaces, whereas
prior art hypervisors simply create Virtual Spaces at startup. Moreover, the present invention provides increased flexibility
and granularity of the management of Virtual Spaces, in that it allows users to determine how applications are run (or
which applications are allowed) and in particular the present invention allows the application of a specific Third Party’s
Security Policy to each Virtual Space and or hosted applications in those virtual spaces.
[0023] In accordance with the present invention, all input-output requests to the virtualized area are potentially subject
to the control and authorization of a management entity which is outside of the hypervisor. This outsourcing permits the
strict allocation of the Virtual Space security to the control of a specific third party, while simultaneously managing several
Virtual Spaces allocated to many third parties.
[0024] Furthermore, in current systems, virtualization of a device is merely controlled locally without end-to-end proof
of security. In particular, using prior art devices, it is not possible to dedicate a Virtual Space of a device to a specific
third party autonomously and with a level of the security tailored to that third party. Dissimilarly, the Dual Virtual Space
Controller of the Virtual Space enforces the security policies which are necessary to protect the integrity of the Virtual
Space and its contents. The proposed framework facilitates third party applications to be installed securely in a dedicated
slave VS controlled by the master application in TEE with correct level of security.
[0025] Moreover, in some examples, if a user has several devices capable of creating trusted and un-trusted memory
spaces, it is possible to connect these devices securely with one another to create a virtual private network (VPN). An
advantage of the present invention is that several virtual spaces connected through this VPN are available both locally
and remotely, the routing function of this VPN is assumed by the Master Controller service and the controls of exchanged
flow inside this VPN are done by DVSC services. Each virtual space can be allocated to a third party by the user so that
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a third party program can run in the dedicated Virtual Space and potentially been in communication with other Virtual
Space owned by other third party.
[0026] Another advantage of the present invention is that it allows the TP to directly manage a dedicated security
policy for every VS it has enslaved/ controlled, i.e. on every device. This provides flexibility to implement in every location
or device, or for every couple (VS, DVSC) its own specific and chosen security policy which is more detailed and precise
than the fleet security management provided by known systems.
[0027] Furthermore, the system of the present invention can help to implement new M2M services in trusted environ-
ment under control of the owner of the M2M devices. The proposed invention facilitates TP identification of a VS and
its owner quickly, as the notion of trusted VS and related end-to-end (e2e) service link is readily available. So the TP
can securely run its services in the desired location of the user network.
[0028] Other advantages and benefits of the present invention will become apparent from a consideration of the
following description and accompanying drawings, in which:

FIGURE 1 is high-level diagram of a network which can be used in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIGURE 2 is high-level diagram of a scheme to allow third parties to access VS in a user’s network in accordance
with an embodiment of the present invention;
FIGURE 3 is flow chart representing a method of allocating a VS to a third party;
FIGURE 4 is a schematic illustration of the use of a USIM by a MC to provide the identity of the user to a Third Party;
FIGURE 5 is a high-level functional diagram of the operation of a Dual Virtual Space Controller;
FIGURE 6 is a flow chart representing a method of creating a slave VS in an un-trusted area by the DVSC located
in a trusted area; and
FIGURE 7 is a flow chart representing a method of transferring a security query related to protected slave VS to a
DVSC.

[0029] In the present disclosure, the term virtual space (VS) is defined as an isolated area in an area of a memory of
a device. A virtual space can be created by known virtualization techniques such as a hypervisor. In this description, we
associate the notion of virtual space with the underlying system in charge of the virtualization technique. For instance,
the virtual space corresponds to the set of components comprising the hypervisor which managed the virtualized space,
and the virtualized space itself, it means that the global notion of virtual space comprises the operating system which
allows communication outside of the virtual space itself. The term dual virtual space controller (DVSC) is defined herein
as a trustable application stored in some area of the device memory. In the present disclosure, the terms dual virtual
space controller and virtual space controller signify the same device, the usage of the word dual is used to reinforce the
unique link between a virtual space and its corresponding dual (as unique) virtual space controller. This area is considered
as trusted by the user who owns the device or by an operator of the global service; moreover a third party may recognize
the trusted status of this area. Nowadays, several equipments are considered to be trusted, e.g. smartcard, "HSM" (for
"Hardware Secure Module"), "TPM" (for "Trusted Platform Module"), "SOC" (for "Security Operating Center", which form
a set of systems dedicated to security management, System on Chip and the dedicated computer of the user who
considers it as trusted. The dual virtual space controller is provided to control the virtual space in an area of the memory
of the device. In this description, the notion of dual space controller is associated with the means necessary to allow the
dual virtual space controller to communicate outside of the dual virtual space controller component itself.
[0030] A user’s devices network is a network comprising several devices owned or operated by the user, which network
is managed by the user itself.
[0031] The term master controller (MC) is defined herein as a trustable application which acts as a security gateway
to facilitate the allocation of dual virtual space controllers and  virtual spaces to third parties outside of the user’s device
network. This master controller is considered as trusted by the user or by the operator of the global service, and a third
party may recognize the trusted status of this application. An embedded hypervisor is defined herein as a software layer
specifically designed to virtualize part of an embedded device. Such embedded devices can include, but are not limited
to, laptops, communication modules, mobile handsets or set-top boxes and connected equipments. A "Trusted Execution
Environment" ("TEE") is defined herein as a hardware-assisted security framework standardized within Global Platform.
It is a separate execution environment that runs alongside a Rich Operating System and provides security services to
that Rich Operating System Environment. The Rich Operating System is defined herein as an operating system envi-
ronment with a rich capability set. This environment allows a user to download and run applications. The Trusted Operating
System is defined herein as an operating system running in the TEE. It provides the TEE Internal API (for "Application
Programming Interface") to trusted applications and a proprietary method to enable the TEE client API software interface
from other execution environment.
[0032] Third party (TP) is a general term used by those skilled in the art of information technology for identifying a
person or an entity which does not own the user’s or operator’s network, system or device, but which can access a
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primary user’s or operator’s network, system or device with permission from that primary user or operator and/or from
the network, system or device themselves to deliver services or contents. The third party is generally, but is not limited
to, represented by the client application installed from an application store in an equipment of the user or operator. More
generally, a third party is running its own infrastructure of networks and servers in order to be able to deliver, bill, charge
the requested content or service to a consumer over operator’s networks and services.
[0033] Figure 1 shows a high-level diagram of a private network 100 which can be used in accordance with an em-
bodiment of the present invention. As can be seen in Figure 1, a third party 120 is outside of the private network 100.
The private network 100 consist of user’s devices that may or may not have trusted memory, such as a laptop 103 with
an hypervisor (the hypervisor is not represented on figure 1), a secure element 104 connected to a USB port of the
laptop, a smart appliances with embedded secure element  such as a smart fridge 105, a set-top box 102 with a trusted
area ("t.a." on figure 1) and a handset 101 with a trusted area. The invention is not limited to such a private network.
[0034] Using the framework of the invention described herein, a master controller 110 can be implemented in a trusted
device area, such as the trusted area of the set-top box 102. The master controller 110 handles the requests from third
party 120 requesting for allocation of virtual spaces in any of the device in the private user’s network 100. The master
controller 110 receives the requests 121 and 122 for virtual space allocation from the third party 120. Then, the master
controller 110 determines for each request which dual virtual space controller can handle the virtual space allocation in
the case where the virtual space already exists. In the other case, the master controller 110 determines which dual
virtual space controller can handle the Virtual Space creation and allocation.
[0035] Virtual Spaces can be created in a memory area on any device of the private network 100, and some devices,
such as handset 101, set-top-box 102 and laptop 103 can host several different virtual spaces. Virtual spaces and the
associated dual virtual space controllers can be located in the same device or in different devices. In some implementation,
the master controller and the dual virtual space controller are co-localized together in the same device. In this case, a
unique application implementing the master controller function and the dual virtual space controller function can execute
both functions. In Figure 1, the virtual space 113 is under the control of the dual virtual space controller 111 and both
are located in the same handset 101. The virtual space 114 located in the set-top box 102 is under the control of the
dual virtual space controller 112 located in the secure element 104 connected to the laptop 103.
[0036] With reference to Figures 2 to 5, the operation of the master controller (MC) will now be described. Figure 2 is
a high-level diagram of a scheme that displays an example illustrating several virtual space/dual virtual space controller/
third party associations at a given point in time: the master controller MC has previously received allocation requests
for association of virtual space VS2 with dual virtual space controller DVSC2 for third party TP3, virtual space VS1 with
dual virtual space controller DVSC1 for third party TP2, virtual space VS3 with dual virtual space controller DVSC3 for
third party TP1, and we notice that the existing association between virtual space VS4 and dual virtual space  controller
DVSC4 is no more related to a dedicated third party. It means that the virtual space VS4 could be available for a new
incoming allocation request from a third party.
[0037] In one embodiment of the invention, a function of the master controller is to route information between the dual
virtual space controller of one device and the virtual space of other device in a "VPN" (for "Virtual Private Network") of
user-connected devices. In another embodiment of the invention, the dual virtual space controller reroutes information
from the virtual space to the master controller. Other functions of the master controller are:

- to route information between a dual virtual space controller and its associated virtual space;
- to allocate a specific dual virtual space controller to a specific third party;
- to check the identity of a third party, and optionally validate de legitimacy of the request received from the third party;
- to keep updated records of associations between at least the third party, associated dual virtual space controller

and corresponding virtual space;
- in some embodiments, to provide an indication of the identity of the user and/or the devices and/or the involved third

parties to the user or the third parties.

[0038] The master controller MC is installed in a trusted area of a device, as shown in Figure 2. The master controller
MC can be downloaded either at the same time as the dual virtual space controller DVSC1 to DVSC4 application, or
separately. There can be one master controller MC or multiple master controllers in one network of connected devices.
Modules in the master controller MC include at least routing tables, and optionally others information such as security
policies of secure elements, database of the existing virtual spaces, operation status of the connected devices in the
network. The main function of the master controller MC is to provide the secure routing information to the third party, so
that right virtual space can be reached by the third party. After the master controller MC allocates a dual virtual space
controller to a third party, the third party can communicate directly with the virtual space under the control of the dual
virtual space controller. In particular, the access to the virtual space is controlled by the enforcement of a security policy
decided by the third party. The dual virtual space  controller is then responsible for the monitoring of activities inside the
virtual space and reporting those activities to the related secured operating system.
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[0039] Figure 3 shows exemplary illustration of the steps that may be executed by the master controller MC when an
allocation request is received from a third party TP. In an embodiment, at step 401, a third party sends an allocation
request to a user to allocate to it a virtual space in one of the devices in the user’s network. This request is sent to a
user’s device which hosts the master controller. The request can specify constraints related to the device which will host
the requested virtual space or constraints related to the Virtual Space to be allocated. For example, a constraint on
device can consist of characteristics of the device: available size in memory, device capability such as a device with a
screen, device type such as a TV, or mobile phone, or connected equipment, or laptop, or domestic device etc., description
of the foreseen usage of the virtual space, device address, etc. For example, constraints on a virtual space can consist
of the following characteristics: needed memory size for the virtual space, type of the device, address of the device in
the network, usage profile, duration of the usage, etc. At step 402, the master controller checks the authentication of
the request, i.e. it authenticates the third party. For instance, the third party provides an identity proof by supplying a
certificate. Optionally, the master controller validates the legitimacy of the request sent by the third party. For instance,
the master controller checks if the authenticated third party is allowed to request a creation of a virtual space on a specific
device, or a device of a specific type. It also analyses constraints provided in the request, if any. If a device address is
specified, the master controller extracts the address of the target device from the request. If the request is not from an
authorized third party or if the target device is not the authorized device for the requested third party, the request is
rejected in step 409 and a rejection message could be sent back to the third party.
[0040] In an embodiment, the master controller can also challenge the identity of the third party. In this case, the
master controller can check a database it owns in order to find if a trusted identity record associated to the third party
is available.
[0041] After the master controller grants authorization of the third party allocation request, the master controller checks
at step 403 a table it owns, called MC table. MC table memorizes associations between a third party, device information,
a dual virtual  space controller, a virtual space, and a security policy. Such an association is noted (TP <> device_info
<> DVSC <> VS <> SecurityLevelPolicy). It also determines whether any dual virtual space controller are available for
allocation. If a dual virtual space controller is already available to be allocated to the third party, the master controller
allocates the dual virtual space controller to the third party at step 404. In step 405, the master controller checks its table
of dual virtual space controller records whether a virtual space is available and already associated to the dual virtual
space controller. If a virtual space is available, it is allocated to the third party in step 406. Then the master controller
updates its table in step 407. Finally, in step 408, the master controller informs the third party of success of a virtual
space allocation and provides the third party with details to reach directly the allocated virtual space and dual virtual
space controller.
[0042] The master controller allows also to keep information that a security policy is associated to a virtual space. This
information is stored in the MC table in a "SecurityLevelPolicy" field. A default SecurityLevelPolicy can be set by the
master controller at the end of the virtual space allocation procedure. This SecurityLevelPolicy is translated into security
rules and stored in the dual virtual space controller. During the allocated virtual space usage, the third party can modify
the security level policy either by sending a request to the Master Controller which can relay the request to the corre-
sponding dual virtual space controller or by updating the security rules in the corresponding dual virtual space controller
provided that the master controller allows the third party to access directly the dual virtual space controller. In the latter
case, the dual virtual space controller updates the master controller with the modified security level policy.
[0043] If no dual virtual space controller is available during step 403, in step 410 whether the master controller rejects
the request and sends back a rejection message to the third party, or the master controller requests to an external
Trusted Service Manager (not shown) to create a dual virtual space controller in a dedicated trusted area.
[0044] If no virtual space exists and is available for allocation during step 405, in step 411, whether the master controller
rejects the request and sends back a rejection message to the third party, or the master controller requests the allocated
dual virtual space  controller to create a virtual space in a device taking into account all the constraints, if any provided
in the initial request from the third party.
[0045] In one embodiment the master controller can be installed by default in the TEE component of a device in order
to manage and securely route sensitive requests between installed secure elements or components in the device. For
example, the master controller can manage the internal network comprising the TEE, an "USIM" (for "Universal Subscriber
Identity Module") card and/or other devices, such as a microSD Card (for "micro Secure Digital Card").
[0046] The master controller can therefore allocate a virtual space to the third party and, through each respective dual
virtual space controller, manage several virtual spaces allocated to many third parties. The table below is an example
of a master controller relating to a situation of N virtualized zones enslaved to P external third parties.
[0047] N is the number of virtual spaces (for instance, seven) named VS1 to VS7, P is the number of third parties (for
instance, five) named P1 to P5. In order to control N virtual spaces, N dual virtual space controllers (named DVSC1 to
DVSC7) are required because of the uniqueness of the association between a virtual space and a dual virtual space
controller, each of which will be stored in a trusted location. Thus, one example of a master controller mapping table is:
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[0048] In the above example, seven virtual spaces are dispatched over four different third parties. The seven virtual
spaces are controlled by seven dual virtual space controllers, which can operate from any number up to seven different
trusted areas. An important  feature of this above table is that every virtual space is controlled by a single associated
dual virtual space controller. The third party P5 is not connected to any of the seven virtual spaces VS1 to VS7.
[0049] Figure 4 shows a schematic illustration of how the master controller can use a USIM to provide the identity of
a user to a third party. Identity information related to the owner of the device in which the third party is interested in
getting a virtual space allocation can be stored in the master controller. The master controller knows that a specific USIM
exists for this specific virtual space due to the content of its table MC Table which describes the device type of the device
hosting the virtual space. In the same way, the master controller is able to provide information on the set of user’s
identities available for a third party. For instance, the master controller may know all the USIM information used in the
user’s network of devices of some family house: parents and children mobile phones. Again, the master controller is a
trusted application that is stored in TEE, and only authorized entities can modify its identity details, such as network
operator’s identity.
[0050] In the process of Figure 4, a request is first sent from a third party wanting allocation of a virtual space in a user
virtual network to the master controller of a user’s device. Then, the master controller checks whether the third party is
authorized by way of challenge authentication. Once authentication is completed, the master controller requests the
identity of the user from the USIM. The USIM provides its identity record. It can also answer to an authentication challenge.
Then, the master controller updates an internal record, if needed, and the identity proof of the user is provided to the
third party. In one embodiment of the invention, the dual virtual space controller associated to each virtual space may
control the legitimacy of those third party’s request.
[0051] Figure 5 shows the flow of information in some implementation based on the device Device 1, which is for
instance a mobile phone, between normal OS and TEE for allocation of virtual space to third party. In step 1, via an
application, the third party TP1 requests the creation of a virtual space prior to deliver the service. In step 2, the application
uses the Rich Execution Environment API to communicate with the hypervisor and the creation request is sent to the
hypervisor.
[0052] The hypervisor relays the creation request to the master controller MC which performs security controls, e.g,
it authenticates the third party and requests authorization from the device owner, as shown in step 3. If authorization is
granted, then the master controller MC allocates dual virtual space controller DVSC1 to third party TP1 and sends back
an acknowledgement to the hypervisor as depicted in step 5. The dual virtual space controller DVSC1 then sends a
request to the hypervisor to create the virtual space VS1 for the third party TP1. In step 6, upon successful creation of
the virtual space VS1, the third party TP1 can access the allocated virtual space VS1 to deliver the service.
[0053] The proposed dual virtual space controller is an application that can be stored either in a secure element or in
an isolated component of the trusted area of a device. The major role of dual virtual space controller application is to
provide security for in and out access control service to the allocated dedicated virtual space. A secondary role of the
dual virtual space controller can be to request the creation or the erasing/destruction of a given virtual space, as well as
control, administration and management of the dedicated virtual space.
[0054] The dual virtual space controller monitors and manages the activities taking place in the dedicated virtual space.
Such activities are related to security, control of contents and resources by the virtual space. The dual virtual space
controller can delete the virtual space at any time and create other virtual space in any other location.
[0055] The dual virtual space controller uses pre-defined methods to check the integrity of a virtual space. In one
example, a third party requests the use of a virtual space in a user device consisting of a rich operating system and a
hypervisor. The device OS sends the request to the relevant hypervisor (if the VS is to be created in a remote device)
through the master controller.
[0056] In one example, when an application or data in a dedicated virtual space seeks access to other memory locations

VS identity DVSC identifier Third Party owner

VS1 DVSC3 P1

VS2 DVSC2 P1

VS3 DVSC7 P3

VS4 DVSC5 P3

VS5 DVSC1 P2

VS6 DVSC4 P4

VS7 DVSC6 P1
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outside the allocated space for the dedicated virtual space, the request must pass through the security policies controlled
and defined by the dual virtual space controller inside the hypervisor. An example of such a scenario can be access to
a website by the application inside the protected virtual space. In this case, the dual virtual space controller verifies the
rights and security policy related to the data in the virtual space. This security policy is created at the time of the allocation
of the virtual  space to third party and this policy is stored securely in the dual virtual space controller, in trusted area.
Any modification in the security policies are under control of the dual virtual space controller.
[0057] If a process in a slave virtual space needs security critical movement, like transferring the rights of a video to
a location outside the virtual space, the hypervisor forwards the request to the dual virtual space controller, where the
authorization for the particular process is granted or denied. If granted, the dual virtual space controller informs the
hypervisor about the authorization of the process, and then the security critical process can take place in the slave virtual
space. In some embodiment, the control related to a specific file can be done through cooperation between the hypervisor
of the virtual space and the operating system installed and running in this virtual space.
[0058] The hypervisor makes sure the contents in the slave virtual space are only visible to authorized entities. In one
example, a third party application can run in a dedicated virtual space under the control of the dual virtual space controller.
If an application outside the protected virtual space, i.e. virtual space enslaved by dual virtual space controller sends a
request to gain access to the information inside the virtual space, the hypervisor traps the request, where the security
policies are enforced by the controlling dual virtual space controller.
[0059] In an exemplary embodiment in accordance with the present invention, all the information, content and appli-
cations installed in a virtual space by a third party, under the control of dual virtual space controller associated, are stored
encrypted in the memory of the equipment. The required content is decrypted on the fly based on need, either in full
when the virtual space is mounted or initialized. This encryption can be realized under the direct control of the hypervisor
or dual virtual space controller.
[0060] In some embodiment of the invention, the set of multiple Dual Virtual Space Controllers hosted in the network
of user’s devices could be implemented in such a way that a unique binary code of dual virtual space controller is
implemented over a set of several dual virtual space controllers data. In this scheme, every allocated or created virtual
space is associated to a unique instance of a dual virtual space controller data over a common dual virtual space controller
binary.
[0061] The method used in the case of such a scenario is represented by the flow chart of Figure 7. In step 801, an
incoming network connection tries to activate a previously installed application in the protected slave VS. A determination
is made in step 802 as to whether or not the TP application is running in a dedicated VS which is managed by the DVSC.
If this is found to be the case, the hypervisor traps the request in step 803.
[0062] In such a case, if the security policies related to the contents of VS are found in step 805, and the request is
received from an authorized source (checked in step 808), then the access to the contents of the VS is granted to the
requested application in step 810. If however the security policies are not found in the hypervisor or there is need of
further identification, then the hypervisor sends the request to the master DVSC for further verification in step 807. If no
further authentification is needed in step 809 (e.g. the application is known to be un-trusted), then access is denied in
step 811.
[0063] The VS security policies can be updated by the owner of the device and any changes in the policies are subject
to access control e.g. by pin or key. This monitoring of the contents of the VS by the DVSC enhances the security of the
slave VS and the user (the owner of the VS) can safely allow third parties applications to securely run in the desired VS.
[0064] Because all the critical keys and certificates related to slave VS are stored in DVSC, the DVSC is always located
in TEE belonging to same device or remote device. The main functions of the DVSC include identification of security
keys for its slave VS and identification and authorization of the TP. The DVSC also facilitates the authorization of any
request generated as a result of a security alert from the hypervisor. The DVSC also processes requests from rich OS
applications to create new VS and deals with requests from slave VS, such as authorization to move data outside the
VS space. The DVSC also deletes or limits the functionality of the slave VS and handles the cryptographic capabilities
to be perform on the slave VS.
[0065] With reference to Figure 6, the methods of dynamically creating VS by a DVSC will now be described. As
explained above, in the state of the art, embedded hypervisors are not designed to take instructions for dynamic creation
of VS from outside their own environment, and then create VS according to the security policies of external  applications.
In order to overcome this deficiency in the prior art, the DVSC will control the hypervisor in a particular way, as shown
in Figure 6.
[0066] First, a message packet can be built by the DVSC application according to standard protocol handled by a TEE
API (e.g. GlobalPlatform™). If the DVSC is in the trusted area of TEE device, the packet will travel through Monitor
Controller MC to the standard TEE API and then will reach the hypervisor in step 701.
[0067] In step 702, the hypervisor analyses the message and in step 703 a determination is made as to whether or
not the message is from a trusted control application. If the packet is in remote secure device (e.g. Secure Element SE)
connected by a secure link, it will travel through the network to reach the hypervisor. The hypervisor, under control of
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the DVSC, parses the message header if the message is not from an external DVSC (e.g. specific bit pattern can be
defined in the standard communication protocol handled by the hypervisor for communication), then the message is
handed over to standard hypervisor modules to treat it as usual. If the message is not from a trusted control application,
the message is handle normally (i.e. without interference from the hypervisor) in steps 704 and 705. If however the
message is received in respect of a trusted application, a determination is made in step 706 as to whether the message
relates to (or requires) the creation of a new VS.
[0068] If the message does not require the creation of a VS, the hypervisor extracts the identity of the slave VS from
the message in step 708 and checks the Identification Table in order to authorize the VS. Since the message is from a
trusted application and it is related to an already existing VS, the message is handed over to standard hypervisor modules
to reach the desired VS, as shown in 710.
[0069] If however, in step 706, the message does require the creation of a VS, the authority of the requesting DVSC
will be checked by the hypervisor (which contains the list of device addresses from where DVSC request can come and
it can be updated by the user at any time) in step 707.
[0070] If the DVSC is not authorized (step 711), an indication of the rejection is generated and sent back to the DVSC
(step 713).
[0071] If however the DVSC is authorized, the next step (step 712) is to check the available resources in the devices
to support the creation of VS. This can be, for example, stored in a configuration file to accommodate recourse for
dynamic creation of VS.
[0072] The availability of the resources is checked in step 714 and a determination is made in step 715 as to whether
or not the resources are available. If the resources are not available, an indication of rejection is created and sent to the
DVSC in step 716.
[0073] If however the resources are available, the hypervisor, under control of the DVSC continue with the creation
of the VS. In step 717, at the time of creation of new VS, the DVSC sends the security policies in its message, for its
newly enslaved VS.
[0074] In steps 718 and 719, the hypervisor uses the information (such as memory requirement, security policies (data
in/out) etc) to create new VS.
[0075] After the creation of new VS by hypervisor according to the desired security policies, the message of successful
creation of VS can be sent to DVSC and entries in the hypervisor.
[0076] The DVSC application inside the trusted area becomes the master and the VS is enslaved to the DVSC in such
a way that user of the device (phone or PC) owns and manage the virtual space in the way they wish.
[0077] In an exemplary embodiment in accordance with the present invention, all the information, content and appli-
cations installed in a VS by a third party, under the control of DVSC associated, are stored encrypted in the memory of
the equipment. The required content is decrypted on the fly based on need, either in full when the VS is mounted or
initialized. This encryption can be realized under the direct control of the hypervisor or DVSC.
[0078] In the trusted area, the secure OS can create and manage isolated components. In such isolated component,
the DVSC may be installed. In preferred embodiment, a security context (set of specific cryptographic keys and algorithms
dedicated to some security services: authentication, confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation etc, in the same way as
the management of the privileges and access controls to Security Domain of a Global Platform smartcard) may be
associated to the DVSC for its slave VS. Although it is not a requirement for implementation, a preferred embodiment
would see at least one isolated component for hosting at least one instance of DVSC.
[0079] As will be appreciated, the present invention can also be embedded in a computer program, which comprises
all the features enabling the implementation of the methods described herein, and which, when loaded in an information
processing system, causes the information processing system to execute some or all of the above-mentioned steps.
[0080] Such a computer program can be stored on a computer or machine readable medium allowing data, instructions,
messages or message packets, and other machine readable information to be read from the medium. The computer or
machine readable medium may include non-volatile memory, such as ROM, Flash memory, Disk drive memory, CD-
ROM, and other permanent storage.
[0081] Furthermore, the computer or machine readable medium may comprise computer or machine readable infor-
mation in a transitory state medium such as a network link and/or a network interface, including a wired network or a
wireless network, that allow a device to read such computer or machine readable information. The functionality of the
elements shown in the attached figures can be provided using either dedicated hardware and/or software.
[0082] In some embodiment of the invention, the set of multiple Dual Virtual Space Controllers hosted in the network
of user’s devices can be implemented in such a way that a unique binary code of dual virtual space controller is imple-
mented over a set of several dual virtual space controllers data. In this scheme, every allocated or created virtual space
is associated to a unique instance of a dual virtual space controller data over a common dual virtual space controller binary.
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Claims

1. A method of managing communication between a third party and a virtual space, the virtual space being located in
an area of memory of a device, the method comprising:

receiving, in an un-trusted area of memory, a request to access the virtual space from the third party;
determining whether a security policy exists for the request;
if a security policy exists for the request and the third party is an authorized source of requests for the virtual
space, granting the third party access to the virtual space;
if a security policy does not exist for the request:

sending the request to a unique virtual space controller in a trusted area of memory, the unique virtual
space controller being uniquely associated with the virtual space; and
processing the request in the unique virtual space controller.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the access to the virtual space comprises at least one of reading data from
the virtual space, writing data to the virtual space and executing an application in the virtual space.

3. A method according to any of the preceding claims, the method further comprising the step of updating the security
policies as a result of a request from a third party.

4. A method according to any of the preceding claims, the method further comprising:

keeping an identification table comprising information relating to the third party, the virtual space and the unique
virtual space controller.

5. A method according to any of the preceding claims, the method further comprising the steps of:

receiving a request to create a virtual space in a target device;
authenticating the entity that generated the request to create a virtual space;
if the entity that generated the request is authorized to create a virtual space in the target device, verifying the
availability of resources on the target device;
if resources are available on the target device, sending the request to the hypervisor of the target device and
creating a virtual space in an un-trusted area of the target device.

6. A method according to claim 5, the method further comprising the steps of:

providing an indication to the third party of the unavailability of resources if insufficient resources are available
on the target device.

7. A method according to any of the preceding claims, the method further comprising the steps of:

receiving a request to delete a virtual space in a target device;
authenticating the entity that generated the request to delete a virtual space;
if the entity that generated the request is authorized to delete a virtual space in the target device, sending the
request to the hypervisor of the target device;
deleting a virtual space in an un-trusted area of the target device.

8. A computer program product for a data-processing device, the computer program product comprising a set of
instructions which, when loaded into the data-processing device, causes the device to perform the steps of the
method as claimed in the claims 1 to 7.

9. A unique virtual space controller for managing communication between a third party and a virtual space, the unique
virtual space controller being uniquely associated with the virtual space, the virtual space being located in an area
of memory of a device, the virtual space controller comprising processing means arranged to:

control a hypervisor to receive, in an un-trusted area of memory, a request to access the virtual space from the
third party;
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control a hypervisor to determine whether a security policy exists for the request;
if a security policy exists for the request and the third party is an authorized source of requests for the virtual
space, controlling a hypervisor to grant the third party access to the virtual space; and
if a security policy does not exist for the request:

trapping the request and performing further authentification of the request.

10. The unique virtual space controller of claim 9, wherein the unique virtual space controller can be downloaded from
a telecommunications network and installed in a trusted area of a mobile communication device.

11. The unique virtual space controller of claim 10, wherein the integrity of the unique virtual space controller is verified
using cryptographic signature primitives.
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